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Abstract. In this paper, a novel method using for Chinese named entity
recognition is proposed. For each class, A posteriori probability model is
acquired by combing probabilistic model and character vector, which are
acquired from each class by using training data. After segment Chinese sentence
into words, the posteriori probability of every words in each class can be cal-
culated by using model we proposed, and thus the type of word could be
determined according to maximum posteriori probability.
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1 Introduction

The research of Named entity recognition (NER) is a basic work in nature language
process (NLP). First, NER is an important technology not only in parsing but also in
information retrieval and automatic answering system. Second, the result of recognition
Named entity could affect subsequent work.

Usually, the dictionary can be acquired and map the word to appropriate type. But
most named entities were not logged in dictionary and new words turn up every day in
the network age. So it is necessary to recognize them correctly without excessive
reliance on the dictionary and Make sure the subsequent work process would not be
effect.

Generally speaking, the purpose of Chinese NER is to categorize the words in the
text into appropriate classes (type), which including seven broad classes (1. person
name, 2. institution name, 3. toponymy, 4. time, 5. date, 6. current and 7. percentage)
[1, 3, 5, 6].

For obviously pattern makes it easier to recognize the classes of time, date, current
and percentage, the NER often refer to recognize person name, toponymy, and insti-
tution name, which is also the main part of this article.
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The research of NER has a history of 10 more years, the popular method being used
nowadays is to recognize extracting features of specified entities, for instance, the
family names or the words ahead of “县” (county), “市” (city) are the special features
of names or area names, respectively. Then statistics model such as CRF [8, 11] or
SVM [1] was trained by using training data and use for recognizing entities. Another
method being used is analyze the latent semantics in Named Entity and use semantics
to recognition Named Entity [4].

Although the above method could achieve good effect, there were obviously
drawbacks. Firstly, it is difficult to acquire adequate training data. Secondly, the adapt
ability of this method is low, which rely on training data and domain knowledge.
Thirdly, it is unavoidable to extract feature by labor who usually is the expert in
respective field and this makes inconvenience for subsequent research. Finally, the poor
performance in test data leads to the difficult in generalization.

The method which called distributed representation map the atomic semantic unit to
higher vector space. Atomic semantic units are mapped into points in vector space and
the distance between points represent the distance in semantic means. In English, the
word is the atomic semantic unit in a sentence. In Named Entity, the word is consisted
atomic semantic, and there are many Named Entity Recognition research based on
atomic semantic [2]. However, the definition of the atomic semantic unit is not
unchangeable. For instance, the root could be considered as the atomic semantic unit in
a English word. Unlike English, the word in Chinese is formed by characters and each
character indicates a semantic means (type). So the Chinese character can be consid-
ered as atomic semantic unit. For instance, the means of “省长” (governor of a pro-
vince) is consisted of “省” (province) and “长” (governor). The character “省”
(province) refer to a scope and the character “长” (governor) means the social status in
this scope. So when we see a word “市长” (governor of a city), we can classify “市长”
(governor of a city) and “省长” (governor of a province) to a same class because the
only one different character is the range of scope, and the semantic meaning of “省”
(province) and “市” (city) is close.

Take a person’s name “张小明” (Zhang Xiao Ming) for example, “张” (Zhang) is
close to “赵” (Zhao) and “王” (Wang), so “王小明” (Wang Xiao Ming), “赵小明”
(Zhao Xiao Ming) can be attribute to a person’s name according the class “张小明”
(Zhang Xiao Ming) belongs to.

Summing up, in Chinese named entity recognition, it is important to grasp the
semantic meaning in the character and distances of meanings.

Based on the meaning and the performance of vector of character, this paper
proposes the Chinese named entity recognize model based on character vector.

2 Our Approach

Figure 1 shows the Flow chart of algorithm in this paper:
Firstly, it is need to prepare training data for each named entity classes, then the

initial statistical model and character vector of each class are obtained respectively by
using training data. Then the recognition models of each class are acquired by combing
character vector and initial statistical model. When input a string, the recognition model
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can output the posterior probability of corresponding class. Finally, the class of input
string will be determined according maximum posterior probability.

In above steps, we could find out recognition models will be obtain independently.
So, for easier presentation, the rest part of Sect. 2 would only discuss the class topo-
nymy as an example of all other classes.

In Sect. 2.1, we will discuss the significance of character vector and the method to
acquire them. In Sect. 2.2, the statistical model of named Entity will be proposed. In
Sect. 2.3, the recognition models will be obtained by combining the character vector
(Sect. 2.1) and statistical model (Sect. 2.2), and the recognition models will be applied
in NER.

2.1 Training Character Vector

In Sect. 2, we discuss the importance of the semantic of character in Chinese NER. But
Conventional methods treat more than 3000 common used Chinese characters as
independent type, thus the semantic distance between characters is ignored. But in a
same entity class, characters in close semantic distance can be replaced by each other in
most conditions. Furthermore, through the replacement of characters, many Named
Entities will be categorized, so it is urgent to calculate semantic distances of characters.

The Distributed representation is proposed in recent years. The basic idea of Dis-
tributed representation is mapping the word unit which is basic unit of sentence into
high dimension vector space [8, 9]. The result of this method also be called word
vector.

In vector space, the distances between word vectors refer their semantic distance. It
is more likely they have same semantic meaning if they get close enough to each other.

Fig. 1. The flow chart of paper
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The idea of word vector was got from English language which the word is the basic
semantic unit in sentence. While in Chinese Named Entity, the character is the basic
semantic unit. So it is necessary to modify the method of word vector and apply it in
NER.

Take the idea of the word vector method, we treat every Chinese character as basic
semantic unit andmap them to high dimension vector space by the sameway. The mapped
result is called character vector. Then, we can calculate the distance between these
character vectors and close distance usually means semantic similarity and replaceable.

Given that some Chinese character is polysemy, we get character vector by classes.
The same character usually has different vector value in different class.

In this paper, character vector is obtained from Word2Vec offered by Google. After
training, every character of entity string can be represented as vector with 8 dimen-
sions. The number of dimensions could be set according to actual demand.

Take toponym for example, the vector of character “县” (county) and “市” (city)
were:

= − − − −

= − −
,

,

[ 0.23, 0.15, 0.33,1.23, 0.78, 0.28, 0.28, 0.2]

[ 0.27, 0.07, 0.0, 0.27, 0.42,0.03, 0.04,0]
t oponymy

t oponymy

V

V

The character vector of toponym are showed in 2-Dimension coordinate in Fig. 2. It
is obviously that characters “县” (county), “市” (city), “省” (province) are closer, and
apart from above three words, characters “东” (east), “南” (south), “西” (west), “北”
(north) are close to each other. This fact indicates the substitutability of characters. The
closer distance they have, the chance of they replace each other is higher. Furthermore,
mapping the word to vector will strongly promote the generalization ability of the
model.

Fig. 2. The character in 2-Dimensions
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2.2 Probabilistic Model

In above section, we discuss the importance of the semantic of character in Chi-
nese NER. But Conventional methods treat more than 3000 common used Chinese
characters as independent type, thus the semantic distance between characters is
ignored. But in a same entity class, characters in close semantic distance can be
replaced by each other in most conditions. Furthermore, through the replacement of
characters, many Named Entities will be categorized, so it is urgent to calculate
semantic distances of characters.

In this paper, the character is divided into three categories according to their
location in the word, which is the First Character,the Inner Character and the End
Character, respectively. These three types of models plus one-order Markov Process
makes one kind of class named entity can be represented into four sub-models.

Still take toponymy for example. For string =st r (Shang Hai City),
we define the probability of the model generate it shows as follow:

ð1Þ

The strðiÞ represent the i-th character in str.

Every sub-model will be calculated by using training data, the formulas shows as
follow:

P
0
Bðccjclass ¼ AreaNameÞ ¼ 1

N

XN

n¼1

fBðcc; datanÞ

fBðcc; strÞ ¼
1 strð1Þ ¼ cc

0 Otherwise

� ð2Þ
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P
0
Mðccjclass ¼ AreaNameÞ ¼ 1

N

XN

n¼1

fBðcc; datanÞ

fMðcc; strÞ ¼
1 strðiÞ ¼ cc

0 Otherwise

� ð3Þ

P
0
Eðccjclass ¼ AreaNameÞ ¼ 1

N

XN

n¼1

fBðcc; datanÞ

fEðcc; strÞ ¼
1 strðendÞ ¼ cc

0 Otherwise

� ð4Þ

P
0
Markovðccjclass ¼ AreaName; ccpreÞ ¼ 1

N

XN

n¼1

fMarkovðcc ccpre
�� ; datanÞ

fMarkovðcc ccpre
�� ; strÞ ¼ 1 strðiþ 1Þ ¼ cc&& strðiÞ ¼ ccpre

0 Otherwise

� ð5Þ

N is the size of training data in toponymy. ccpre means the one character ahead of
character cc:

2.3 Probabilistic Model Based on Character Vector

Using training data, we acquire the four sub-models of toponymy. To further improve
the generalization ability of the probability model, the character vector is applied. The
application of character in probabilistic model shows as follows:

PBðccjclass ¼ toponymyÞ ¼ 1
ZB

X

cc0 2 Set

P
0
B
ðcc0 jclass ¼ toponymyÞdisðcc; cc0 Þ ð6Þ

PMðccjclass ¼ toponymyÞ ¼ 1
ZM

X

cc0 2 Set

P
0
Mðcc

0 jclass ¼ toponymyÞdisðcc; cc0 Þ ð7Þ

PEðccjclass ¼ toponymyÞ ¼ 1
ZE

X

cc0 2 Set

P
0
E
ðcc0 jclass ¼ toponymyÞdisðcc; cc0 Þ ð8Þ

PMarkovðccjclass ¼ toponymy; ccpreÞ ¼ 1
ZMarkov

X

cc0 2 Set

P
0
Markov

ðcc0 jclass ¼ toponymy; cpreÞdisðcc; cc0 Þ ð9Þ

Where ZB, ZM , ZE, ZMarkov is the normalized coefficient, function disðcc; cc0 Þ is
using to calculate distance between character cc and cc0
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disðcc; cc0 Þ ¼
Vtoponymy;ccVT

toponymy;cc0

Vtoponymy;cc

�� �� Vtoponymy;cc0

���
���

ð10Þ

Where Vtoponymy;cc is the vector of character CC in toponymy.
So we can acquire the posterior probabilistic model of the toponymy type based on

character vector, the formula shows as follow:

Lðclass ¼ toponymyjstrÞ ¼ LogðPðstrjclass ¼ ToponymyÞÞþLogðPðclass ¼ ToponymyÞÞ � LogðPðstrÞÞ
/ LogðPðstrjclass ¼ ToponymyÞÞ /

¼ coefficientB;toponymy LogðPBðstrð1Þjclass ¼ toponymyÞÞ

þ coefficientM;toponymy

Xend�1

i¼2

LogðPMðstrðiÞjclass ¼ toponymyÞÞ

þ coefficientE;toponymy LogðPEðstrðendÞjclass ¼ toponymyÞÞ

þ coefficientMarkov;toponymy

Xend�1

i¼1

LogðPMarkovðstrðiÞjclass ¼ toponymyÞÞ

ð11Þ

In the above formulas, each sub-models is weighted with coefficients and finally get
the posterior probabilistic. The coefficients are calculate as follows:

coefficientB;toponymy ¼ 1
sum

1
entropyðB; toponymyÞj j ð12Þ

coefficientM;toponymy ¼ 1
sum

1
entropyðM; toponymyÞj j ð13Þ

coefficientE;toponymy ¼ 1
sum

1
entropyðE; toponymyÞj j ð14Þ

coefficientMarkov;toponymy ¼ 1
sum

1
entropyðMarkov; toponymyÞj j ð15Þ

where sum is the normalized coefficient, entropyðB; toponymyÞ is the entropy of
sub-model:

entropyðB; toponymyÞ ¼
X

cc2 Set

PBðccjclass ¼ toponymyÞ logPBðccjclass ¼ toponymyÞ

ð16Þ

Each posterior probabilistic LðclassnamejstrÞ can be acquired according to above
method. We can judge the class string “str”s by using the follow formula:
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class� ¼ Argmax
class2EntityNames

ðLðclassjstrÞÞ ð17Þ

3 Experimental Results

In practical application, some words, such as “如果” (if), “其它” (otherwise), “但是”
(but), which do not belong to any classes of named entity, need to be rejected. These
words constitute of reject class, and the model of reject class will be acquired by using
the same method.

In this paper, words randomly selected consist of reject class. Although they could
be the named entity, the dispersion and rare characteristic makes they rarely affect the
result. By using ICTCLAS offer by Chinese Academy of Sciences, we segmented
sentences into words and randomly selected 20000 words as reject words for model
training.

We compare our method with the method which called Chinese Named Entity
Recognition via Joint Identification and Categorization (JIC) [13].

We train the Model by choosing People’s Daily In February to April 1998 data as
pattern,and still use data in People’s Daily January 1998 as test data, the result was
shown in Table 1.

The result shows that the method proposed in this paper could recognize the
Chinese Named Entity with higher right rate than JIC.

Second, in order to test the effectiveness of this method applying in other data set,
the data set is acquired from Apabi Company and words are classified to 1. person
name, 2. toponymy, 3. organization name or 4. official position. The number of each
class in the training data was shows in Table 2:

Table 1. Our method vs. JIC (People’s Daily offer training data)

Our method The result based on JIC
Right rate Recall rate F-Measure F-Measure

Person name 93.1 % 90.2 % 91.6 % 91.3 %
Toponym 90.2 % 91.1 % 90.64 % 89.7 %
Organization name 91.1 % 86.2 % 88.58 % 87.4 %

Table 2. The number of pattern from Apabi Company

Entity class Train pattern Test pattern

Person name 20000 200
Toponym 20000 200
Offical position 20000 200
Organization name 20000 200
Reject 20000 200
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The result in test data was showed in Table 3.

It could be finding that the right rate could also reach a higher level.
Compared with the conventional method, the method we proposed could not only

recognize 3 big classes, but also other type entity, such as official Position, literary
works, without extracting feature based on Specialized processing.

4 Conclusion and Prospect

In this paper, we introduce a new method character vector into the Named Entity
Recognition. The result of experiment from this paper shows that this new method
could achieve good effectiveness in Chinese Entity Character recognition and the most
advantage of this method is to recognize Named Entity without type limit.

The method mentioned in this paper has obtained ideal recognition rate. The rea-
sons are as follows. First, we described Chinese named entity in the form of probability
by using markov process, and parameters of the probability model were obtained from
training data. Second, the semantic distance of Chinese characters is proposed to be
represented by the space distance of character vectors in this paper. This idea liberated
the human labor from manually identifying the similarity distance and also removed the
man-made interference during the process. Third, in order to improve the generalization
ability of the model, we incorporate the character vectors with markov model. This
incorporated model could achieve higher recognition rate. In summary, the method
proposed in this paper theoretically could be used widely in most type of named entities
for it removing human interfere during the process.

There were still some unsatisfied aspects need to be improve. First, a number of
each type of entity should be prepared for training the model before used. Second, the
effectiveness would be weakening if the training data and test data has big differences.
Third, it lack of proper rejection mechanism to reject class which do not included in
any class and that could lead to the misjudgment to the reject string. So the follow work
could process with this three points and further improve this method.
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